
 

 
 

We have been dealing with Jerry Briffa at Tefco foods for the past 

year. As Importers/Breeders of European Boxers for the past 8 

years we are very passionate about the Boxer breed and we believe 

that diet is paramount to great health. Our adult Boxers and their 

babies are cherished family members and the ingredients that the 

US government approves for dog food companies to use in pet food 

is BEYOND scary and just plain sickening. When we discovered that 

some of the fillers that some dog food companies use include 

euthanized shelter animals (labled as meat bi-products and some 

other generic type terms) we were outraged. We have always fed a 

high quality kibble so I can only hope that we never unknowingly 

fed them something so awful. After many internet searches and 



talking to several raw feeders and a three day Raw Food Seminar we 

decided that we were going to transition our dogs to Raw Diet. We 

studied several plans and decided to make our own meals because we 

felt that this was the safest and healthiest approach. After a few 

months our Boxers were not flourishing as we thought that they 

would. Our litter numbers dropped and we just did not see any 

difference in our dogs. We decided that since we were not animal 

nutritionists we should not be trying to design our dogs diets and 

after more research we found Performance Dog by Tefco. Our Boxers 

are THRIVING on this diet! Their coats have never looked better, 

they are bright and alert and full of energy! Our litter sizes are 

normal and our puppies are born fat and heathy. The Dams have a 

lot of nutrient rich milk and bounce back quickly after whelping. 

We could not be happier and neither could our pack! They wolf down 

their Performance Dog in the blink of an eye and there is never a 

shred of meat left in the bowl. We wean our babies on the 

Performance Dog and we refuse to sell puppies to any family unless 

they sign an agreement to feed their puppies raw for life. We are 

such advocates for feeding raw that we would rather not sell a 

puppy than to sell a puppy to a home where he/she will be 

subjected to the chemicals, preservatives and questionable 

ingredients found in kibble. 

Many of our previous families decided to go raw once they found 

out that we were feeding raw to our Boxers and since we now 

require our new clients to feed raw we decided to become a 

distributor for Tefco. Now we are able to offer this high quality 

raw diet to our customers at a very affordable price. We deliver 

Performance Dog to happy Boxer owners in Maine, NH, MA and RI 

along the 95 Corridor. We feel that this product is second to none 

and we love that we are able to feed our pack the healthiest diet 

possible and to help provide so many other boxer owners the same 

opportunity in the New England area. 

 
 


